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ABSTRACT

In this article, in the higher education system, the problems of improving the technologies of preparation for the organization of spiritual and educational work in the education of ethno-cultural tolerance of young students are approached from a scientific and theoretical point of view. Also, in the article, it is thoroughly analyzed that the development of an effective content and a holistic mechanism of organizing spiritual-educational work in cooperation with students is of great pedagogical importance.
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INTRODUCTION

It is certainly not a secret to anyone that attention to the reform of the higher education system in our republic is improving day by day. Decree No. PF-4947 of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan dated February 7, 2017 "On the Strategy of Actions in Five Priority Areas of Development of the Republic of Uzbekistan in 2017-2021" also paid special attention to the higher education system and "training personnel in accordance with important tasks for the socio-
economic development of our country" to fundamentally revise its content, to create the necessary conditions for the training of highly educated specialists at the level of international standards.

From this point of view, in the process of higher education, the improvement of technologies for preparing young students to organize spiritual and educational work, and the introduction of new working mechanisms are of great pedagogical importance. We know that the conceptual foundations of spirituaity are related to our long past, when the ideological teachings, enlightened visions created on the ground of national schools made a great contribution to the treasury of human culture. Therefore, the enrichment of the spiritual world of students, in tune with the past and the present, is a research subject of the theory of education and training, and the following concepts require a conceptual scientific interpretation:

- spiritual and educational activities and their impact on youth education; - the object, subject, means, effective forms and methods of improving the mechanisms of preparation for the organization of spiritual and educational work in the process of pedagogical education;

- the scientific-theoretical basis of improving the mechanisms of preparation for the organization of spiritual and educational work in the educational process;

- cooperation of family, neighborhood, educational institutions, other institutions of civil society in improving the preparation mechanisms for organizing spiritual and educational work in the educational process;

- effective content and integrated mechanism of organizing spiritual and educational work in cooperation with students;

- didactic foundations of organizing spiritual and educational work;

- interdisciplinary communication, interaction, etc. in the improvement of the mechanisms of preparation for the organization of spiritual and educational work in the educational process.

Ethnocultural tolerance expresses the inner (internal) and external (external) potential of the nation. It is impossible to imagine a nation without them. Therefore, it is to have a positive influence on the upcoming processes of restoring our authority, using the opportunities that have arisen due to our independence.

At the moment, many of our compatriots abroad are making a worthy contribution to the development of our economy, social sphere, science, culture, sports and other areas, increasing the reputation of their historical Motherland - Uzbekistan, and strengthening its relations with the outside world.

July 30 was designated as People's Friendship Day in Uzbekistan by the law "On Establishing People's Friendship Day" signed by the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan. In order to strengthen the feeling of inter-ethnic harmony and the atmosphere of a single big family in the country, to widely promote the reputation of
Uzbekistan in the field of inter-ethnic harmony and to increase its positive image before the world community, the organization of "Friendship" week and "Dostlik" international forum-festival dedicated to this date in our country is planned and implemented. is coming

Taking into account the presence of threats to the stability of the state, the student is ready to protect the Motherland, country, material and spiritual wealth, people in all aspects of life, understand the danger of international terrorism, extremism and radicalism, their negative nature, and can make the right decision in non-standard situations., raising a morally mature person who is loyal to his duty and his country is of great pedagogical importance.

For this purpose: - during the educational process, to form the skills of approaching political and social processes taking place in the world based on our national interests, ideological immunity against various internal and external threats;

- It is important to inculcate the interests of Uzbekistan not only in the field of education, but also to be selfless for the country in the minds of young people through life examples and effective means.

These priority tasks require future pedagogues to constantly work on themselves during the educational process, to achieve a high level of physical, mental and professional training. Formation of mechanisms of creative approach to the preparation of future pedagogues for the organization of spiritual educational events in higher education institutions, improvement of professional competence: logical thinking, independent analysis of processes, systematization, selection of ways to solve tasks, positive resolution of professional problems, acceptable organization in daily activities and pedagogical problem situations and management, decision-making, feeling of responsibility are manifested in all areas of their activities. Therefore, today it is the demand of the time to develop the components, principles, models of mechanisms of preparing students for the organization of spiritual-educational work in the process of professional-pedagogical education and to study the world experience.

During the experiment, we used a number of innovative educational technologies based on the socio-cultural nature of subjects and subjects. They are: differentiated educational technologies; gaming technology; teaching technology by stations; multimedia technology; case technology; style of projects; online learning technology; Web Quest Technology; interactive learning technology; collaborative learning technology; development technology and others. Based on our pedagogical experience, we can say that it is necessary to choose convenient tools and technologies in order to form the socio-pedagogical inclinations of future teachers. In addition, it is important to take into account that the ability to satisfy students' aspirations and desires is a driving force in their education and development.

Based on this, it is important to pay attention to the following trends in the educational process in
preparing students for the organization of spiritual and educational work.

These are: - attracting the attention of future teachers to the deep learning of the rich pedagogical heritage and folk pedagogy created by our ancestors in the past;

- regular development of future teachers’ pedagogical outlook based on modern pedagogical approaches, theories and concepts;

- focusing their attention on solving the life problems facing pedagogy in educating and developing future teachers;

- gradual inculcation of pedagogical theories in the field of education into the minds of future teachers;

- arming future teachers with methods of guiding educational processes;

- in the process of higher pedagogical education, future teachers should focus on the human factor, develop the skills of forming real human qualities in students;

- such as directing the educational process to the future teacher in the higher pedagogical education system.
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